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This bulletin supersedes Accounting Research
Bulletin No. 37, "Accounting for Compensation in the Form of Stock Options," issued in
November,
1948.
INTRODUCTION
1. The practice of granting to officers and other employees options
to purchase or rights to subscribe for shares of a corporation's capital
stock has been followed by a considerable number of corporations
over a period of many years. T o the extent that such options and
rights involve a measurable amount of compensation, this cost of
services received should be accounted for as such. The amount of
compensation involved may be substantial and omission of such costs
from the corporation's accounting may result in overstatement of net
income to a significant degree. Accordingly, consideration is given in
this bulletin to the accounting treatment of compensation represented
by stock options or purchase rights granted to officers and other
employees.1
2. For convenience, this bulletin will discuss primarily the problems of compensation raised by stock option plans. However, the com1
Bulletin 37, "Accounting for Compensation in the Form of Stock Options," was issued
in November, 1948. Issuance of the present bulletin and its expansion to include stock
purchase plans was prompted by the very considerable increase in the use of certain
types of option and purchase plans following the enactment in 1950 of Section 130A of
the Internal Revenue Code. This section granted specialized tax treatment to employee
stock options if certain requirements were met as to the terms of the option, as to the
circumstances under which the option was granted and could be exercised and as to the
holding and disposal of the stock acquired thereunder. In general, the effect of Section
130A is to eliminate or minimize the amount of income taxable to the employee as
compensation and to deny to the issuing corporation any tax deduction in respect of
such restricted options. In 1951, the Federal Salary Stabilization Board issued rules and
regulations relating to stock options and purchase rights granted to employees whereby
options generally comparable in nature to the restricted stock options specified in
Section 130A might be considered for its purposes not to involve compensation, or to
involve compensation only in limited amounts.
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mittee feels that substantially the same problems may be encountered
in connection with stock purchase plans made available to employees,
and the discussion below is applicable to such plans also.
RIGHTS INVOLVING COMPENSATION
3. Stock options involving an element of compensation usually
arise out of an offer or agreement by an employer corporation to issue
shares of its capital stock to one or more officers or other employees
(hereinafter referred to as grantees) at a stated price. The grantees are
accorded the right to require issuance of the shares either at a specified time or during some determinable period. In some cases the
grantee's options are exercisable only if' at the time of exercise certain conditions exist, such as that the grantee is then or until a specified date has been an employee. In other cases, the grantees may have
undertaken certain obligations, such as to remain in the employment
of the corporation for at least a specified period, or to take the shares
only for investment purposes and not for resale.
RIGHTS NOT INVOLVING COMPENSATION
4. Stock option plans in many cases may be intended not primarily
as a special form of compensation but rather as an important means
of raising capital, or as an inducement to obtain greater or more
widespread ownership of the corporation's stock among its officers
and other employees. In general, the terms under which such options
are granted, including any conditions as to exercise of the options or
disposal of the stock acquired, are the most significant evidence ordinarily available as to the nature and purpose of a particular stock
option or stock option plan. In practice, it is often apparent that a
particular option or plan involves elements of two or more of the
above purposes. Where the inducements are not larger per share
than would reasonably be required in an offer of shares to all shareholders for the purpose of raising an equivalent amount of capital,
no compensation need be presumed to be involved.
5. Stock purchase plans also are frequently an integral part of a
corporation's program to secure equity capital or to obtain widespread ownership among employees, or both. In such cases, no element of compensation need be considered to be present if the purchase price is not lower than is reasonably required to interest employees generally or to secure the contemplated funds.
TIME OF MEASUREMENT OF COMPENSATION
6. In the case of stock options involving compensation, the principal problem is the measurement of the compensation. This problem
involves selection of the date as of which measurement of any ele284-A
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ment of compensation is to be made and the manner of measurement.
The date as of which measurement is made is of critical importance
since the fair value of the shares under option may vary materially
in the often extended period during which the option is outstanding.
There may be at least six dates to be considered for this purpose: (a)
the date of the adoption of an option plan; (b) the date on which an
option is granted to a specific individual; (c) the date on which the
grantee has performed any conditions precedent to exercise of the
option; (d) the date on which the grantee may first exercise the option; (e) the date on which the option is exercised by the grantee;
and (f) the date on which the grantee disposes of the stock acquired.
7. Of the six dates mentioned two are not relevant to the question
considered in this bulletin—cost to the corporation which is granting
the option. The date of adoption of an option plan clearly has no
relevance, inasmuch as the plan per se constitutes no more than a proposed course of action which is ineffective until options are granted
thereunder. The date on which a grantee disposes of the shares acquired under an option is equally immaterial since this date will depend on the desires of the individual as a shareholder and bears no
necessary relation to the services performed.2
8. The date on which the option is exercised has been advocated as
the date on which a cost may be said to have been incurred. Use of
this date is supported by the argument that only then will it be
known whether or not the option will be exercised. However, beginning with the time at which the grantee may first exercise the option
he is in effect speculating for his own account. His delay has no discernible relation to his status as an employee but reflects only his
judgment as an investor.
9. The date on which the grantee may first exercise the option will
generally coincide with, but in some cases may follow the date on
which the grantee will have performed any conditions precedent to
exercise of the option. Accordingly this date presents no special problems differing from those to be discussed in the next paragraph.
10. There remains to be considered the date on which an option
is granted to a specific individual and the date on which the grantee
has fulfilled any conditions precedent to exercise of the option. When
compensation is paid in a form other than cash the "amount" of compensation is ordinarily determined by the fair value of the property
which was agreed to be given in exchange for the services to be rendered. The time at which such fair value is to be determined may be
2 This is the date on which income or gain taxable to the grantee may arise under
Section 130A. Use of this date for tax purposes is doubtless based on considerations as
to the ability of the optionee to pay taxes prior to sale of the shares.
285-A
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subject to some difference of opinion but it would appear that
the date on which an option is granted to a specific individual would
be the appropriate point at which to evaluate the cost to the employer, since it was the value at that date which the employer may be
presumed to have had in mind. In most of the cases under discussion,
moreover, the only important contingency involved is the continuance of the grantee in the employment of the corporation, a matter
very largely within the control of the grantee and usually the main
objective of the grantor. Under such circumstances it may be assumed
that if the stock option were granted as a part of an employment contract, both parties had in mind a valuation of the option at the date
of the contract; and accordingly, value at that date should be used as
the amount to be accounted for as compensation. If the option were
granted as a form of supplementary compensation otherwise than as
an integral part of an employment contract, the grantor is nevertheless governed in determining the option price and the number of
shares by conditions then existing. It follows that it is the value of the
option at that time, rather than the grantee's ultimate gain or loss on
the transaction, which for accounting purposes constitutes whatever
compensation the grantor intends to pay. The committee therefore
concludes that in most cases, including situations where the right to
exercise is conditional upon continued employment, valuation should
be made of the option as of the date of grant.
11. The date of grant also represents the date on which the corporation foregoes the principal alternative use of the shares which it
places subject to option, i.e., the sale of such shares at the then prevailing market price. Viewed in this light, the "cost" of utilizing the
shares for purposes of the option plan can best be measured in relation to what could then have been obtained through sale of such
shares in the open market. However, the fact that the grantor might,
as events turned out, have obtained at some later date either more
or less for the shares in question than at the date of the grant does not
bear upon the measurement of the compensation which can be said
to have been in contemplation of the parties at the date the option
was granted.
MANNER OF MEASUREMENT
12. Freely exercisable option rights, even at prices above the current market price of the shares, have been traded in the public markets for many years, but there is no such objective means for measuring the value of an option which is not transferable and is subject to
such other restrictions as are usually present in options of the nature
here under discussion. Although there is, from the standpoint of the
grantee, a value inherent in a restricted future right to purchase
286-A
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shares at a price at or even above the fair value of shares at the grant
date, the committee believes it is impracticable to measure any such
value. As to the grantee any positive element may, for practical purposes, be deemed to be largely or wholly offset by the negative effect
of the restrictions ordinarily present in options of the type under discussion. From the viewpoint of the grantor corporation no measurable cost can be said to have been incurred because it could not at
the grant date have realized more than the fair value of the optioned
shares, the concept of fair value as here used encompassing the possibility and prospect of future developments. On the other hand, it
follows in the opinion of the committee that the value to the grantee
and the related cost to the corporation of a restricted right to purchase shares at a price below the fair value of the shares at the grant
date may for the purposes here under discussion be taken as the excess
of the then fair value of the shares over the option price.
13. While market quotations of shares are an important and often
a principal factor in determining the fair value of shares, market
quotations at a given date are not necessarily conclusive evidence.3
Where significant market quotations cannot be obtained, other recognized methods of valuation have to be used. Furthermore, in determining the fair value of shares for the purpose of measuring the cost
incurred by a corporation in the issuance of an option, it is appropriate to take into consideration such modifying factors as the range
of quotations over a reasonable period and the fact that the corporation by selling shares pursuant to an option may avoid some or all
of the expenses otherwise incurred in a sale of shares. The absence of
a ready market, as in the case of shares of closely-held corporations,
should also be taken into account and may require the use of other
means of arriving at fair value than by reference to an occasional
market quotation or sale of the security.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
14. If the period for which payment for services is being made by
the issuance of the stock option is not specifically indicated in the
offer or agreement, the value of the option should be apportioned
over the period of service for which the payment of the compensation seems appropriate in the existing circumstances. Accrual of the
compensation over the period selected should be made by means of
charges against the income account. Upon exercise of an option the
sum of the cash received and the amount of the charge to income
should be accounted for as the consideration received on issuance of
the stock.
3 Whether treasury or unissued shares are to be used to fulfill the obligation is not
material to a determination of value.
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15. In connection with financial statements, disclosure should be
made as to the status of the option or plan at the end of the period of
report, including the number of shares under option, the option
price, and the number of shares as to which options were exercisable.
As to options exercised during the period, disclosure should be made
of the number of shares involved and the option price thereof.
The statement entitled "Accounting for Compensation Involved in Stock Option and Stock
Purchase Plans" was adopted by the assenting
votes of nineteen members of the committee,
of whom two, Messrs. Mason and Smith, assented with qualification. One member, Mr.
Knight, did not vote.
Mr. Mason assented only under the assumption that if an option
lapses after the grantee becomes entitled to exercise it, the related
compensation shall be treated as a contribution by the grantee to the
capital of the grantor.
Mr. Smith assented to the bulletin but deprecates the failure to
recommend disposition of the credit arising from compensation
charges in the case of lapsed options. He believes that the failure of
the committee to do so is not in the best interest of the profession
generally, and may lead to diverse treatments inimical to good accounting practice.
NOTES
1. Accounting Research Bulletins represent the considered opinion of at least two-thirds of the members of the committee on accounting procedure, reached on a formal vote after examination of the
subject matter by the committee and the research department. Except
in cases in which formal adoption by the Institute membership has
been asked and secured, the authority of the bulletins rests upon
the general acceptability of opinions so reached. (See Report of
Committee on Accounting Procedure to Council, dated September
18, 1939.)
2. Opinions of the committee are not intended to be retroactive
unless they contain a statement of such intention. They should not
be considered applicable to the accounting for transactions arising
prior to the publication of the opinions. However, the committee
does not wish to discourage the revision of past accounts in an individual case if the accountant thinks it desirable in the circumstances.
Opinions of the committee should be considered as applicable only to
items which are material and significant in the relative circumstances.
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3. It is recognized also that any general rules may be subject to
exception; it is felt, however, that the burden of justifying departure
from accepted procedures must be assumed by those who adopt other
treatment. (See Bulletin No. 1, page 3.)
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